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Aptean Routing & Scheduling Paragon Edition is an advanced route optimization software solution that can reduce 
planning time and decrease transportation costs. Multi Depot is designed specifically for the unique needs of 
multiple depot operations.

Plan Your Transportation More Efficiently
 › Unparalleled Insight - The planning team has visilbity into every depot during the route creation process, 

reducing the likelihood of large resource imbalances while also alleviting slack and bottlenecks.

 › Flexible Parameters - With the Multi Depot version, vehicles in each fleet start at and return to the same 
depot, but depot boundaries can automatically flex according to demand and resource availability.

 › Save Time - Planned call data is used to determine the most efficient routes in minutes, saving hours of 
planning time and freeing up transport planners to do more strategic tasks.

 › Cut Costs  - Cut transport costs by up to 30% and improve operational efficiency with better routes and 
more accurate arrival times, in addition to keeping vehicle mileage to a minimum.

 › Incorporate Specific Data - Operational details such as delivery quantities, customer addresses, time 
windows, vehicle fleet sizes and driver shifts can be taken into account when calculating routes.

 › Leverage Powerful Business Intelligence - Create custom performance reports to reflect specific KPIs, 
and then share in multiple formats.
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Key Features
 › Strategic Modeling - Once you have completed your transport plan for the day, you can then carry 

out what-if modelling based on actual historical data from your transport operation

 › Model Alternate Scenarios  - Once you have completed your transportation plan for the day, you can 
then carry out what-if modeling based on actual historical data from your transportation operation.

 › Keep Business Functions Aligned - Routing and scheduling details can be sent directly to the 
warehouse for picking and vehicle loading, ensuring all your functional areas remain aligned.

 › Integrate with Applications -  Our solutions are designed for fast, easy integration with applications 
like sales order processing and warehouse management systems, further streamlining internal 
processes.

 › Upgrade If Your Business Grows - This Multi Depot version of Aptean Routing & Scheduling Paragon 
Edition was specifically created to address the challenges faced by multiple depot operations where 
vehicles in each fleet start at and return to the same depot. If your business’s operations become 
more complex, upgrading to the Integrated Fleet version (accomodates movement from any fleet 
vehicle to/from any depot) can be done easily – without impacting your transportation operation.



Are you Ready to 
Learn More?
Interested to see how Aptean can 
help you optimize your routing and 
scheduling?

Contact Us at info@aptean.com or visit 
www.aptean.com.
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About Aptean 
Aptean is one of the world’s leading providers of industry-specific software. Our enterprise resource planning and supply chain 

solutions are uniquely designed to meet the needs of specialized manufacturers and distributors, while our compliance solutions 

serve specific markets such as finance and life sciences. With both cloud and on-premise deployment options, Aptean’s products, 

services and unmatched expertise help businesses of all sizes, across many industries, to scale and succeed. 

For more information, visit www.aptean.com.


